USING YOUR CANNADOR® WITH

HUMIDITY PACKS
PLACE.

PREMIUM STORAGE
FOR THE CONNOISSEUR

Place one Boveda® pack in each airtight jar.

REPLACE.
Thank you for purchasing one of our
beautifully crafted products. A lot of time
and thought goes into the design and
production of a Cannador® product and
we’re certain you will appreciate our quality.
Your satisfaction is very important to us.
The Cannador ® was created to keep your
top shelf collection fresh and in style.
We wanted to make something that was
both functional and aesthetically pleasing.

Once the Boveda pack begins to harden, it is time
to replace.

The idea spawned from a visit to a friend’s
place for an evening of fun, and when
the time came to partake in the evening’s
festivities, a shoebox was pulled out and
laid on the coffee table. The box was full
of loosely strewn bottles and paraphernalia
and it looked rather juvenile. The quest
to make something better became our
mission, and that mission continues today.

®

UPGRADE YOUR CANNADOR®
STORAGE BOX TO A HUMIDOR WITH OUR

HUMIDOR UPGRADE KIT
The Cannador ® is versatile in that can be
used as a storage box with airtight lids
or a humidor with ventilated lids. We
have simplified the humidor process and
packaged a Humidor Upgrade Kit for every
Cannador ® model that includes the following:
»» VaporBeads are a renewable humidity control
product that maintains the appropriate relative
humidity (RH) in your humidor (between 55% to
65% RH)
»» Ventilated adjustable lids that allow humid air to
enter the glass cups and prevent cross-over from
multiple strains being stored in the Cannador ®

*
*

No seasoning is required if you are
using Boveda® packs with airtight lids.
Humidity packs are sold separately

What we like about VaporBeads
is it’s sustainability because it
can be re-saturated with water
to maintain the appropriate RH.
Products like humidity packs will
eventually dry out and need to be
replaced whereas VaporBeads can
last up to 3 years before it begins
showing signs of losing its ability
to maintain humidity.

Enjoy the ability to revive dried flower or maintain sticky buds by upgrading
your Cannador ® with our Humidity Upgrade Kit only at mycannador.ca

*
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Humidor Upgrade Kit is sold separately
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FAQ

USING YOUR CANNADOR ® WITH

VAPORBEADS

SEASON.

DO’S
AND DON’TS

»» Do I need to keep the vents all
the way open?
It does not matter whether the vents
are fully open or closed within the
Cannador ® because they are not fully
airtight. When you remove the glasses
from the Cannador ®, you may wish
to keep the vents closed in order to
minimize RH loss.

Fill an empty glass jar with water and let it sit in your
Cannador ®. Close the lid of the Cannador® and let
the Cannador ® sit idle for 1 week. This allows the
moisture to more slowly evaporate into the wood.

HYDRATE.

Saturate half of the VaporBeads in distilled or reverse-osmosis
water. Then place the VaporBeads into the Cannador ® where
the metal piece is affixed to the lid. Continue to leave the
glass jar that’s filled with water inside of the Cannador ® for
another week along with the saturated VaporBeads.

BEGIN USING.

After 2 weeks of seasoning (3 if you live in an arid
environment), you can now remove the glass of water and
re-saturate half of your bead case, then proceed with using
your Cannador ® as a humidor. Once the beads turn white,
it’s time to re-saturate them with water. You do not need
to repeat the seasoning process again if you continually
re-saturate the VaporBeads on a consistent basis, however,
you should re-season your Cannador ® if you have not
used it as a humidor for a long time and wish to use it
as a humidor again.
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»» Do: Only dip half of bead system in
distilled, bottled or reverse osmosis
(RO) water.
»» Do: Wait until beads turn white in
between re-hydrating.
»» Do: Season your Cannador® when
you first use it. If you do not use your
Cannador® for a prolonged period, you
should re-season it when you begin
using it again.

»» Do Not: fully submerge bead case in
water. This is too much moisture.
»» Do Not: Always keep beads wet.
They don’t need that much moisture
to be functional.
»» Do Not: Leave your humidor where
there is high exposure to heat or
sunlight. Heat increases RH levels.
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»» I see black dots in the bead case.
Is this mold?
Yes, this only happens when the beads
are over-saturated with water. They do
not need much moisture to maintain the
appropriate RH levels. You will need to
replace the beads if there is mold.

»» I’ve mistakenly over saturated my
bead case, what do I do?
Let the bead case sit outside of the
Cannador ® for several days before
placing back inside. This will allow it
to wick off excess moisture.
»» What is the optimal RH?
55% to 62% RH is best, but if the RH
goes a few percentage points above or
below this zone, that is okay too.
»» My rewritable strain labels get smudgy
after a while, do I need new ones?
Similar to a dry-erase white board, you
can use isopropyl alcohol and this will
take off any residue from your dry-erase
marker, making it good as new!
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